
WESTWELL PARISH COUNCIL 
14, Sandyhurst Lane 

Ashford 
Kent 

TN25 4NS 
phone: 01233 623902 

e-mail:  susanwood@uwclub.net 
 
 

Mr S Cole                                                                                               25th February 2014      
Planning Policy Manager 
Ashford Borough Council 
Civic Centre 
Tannery Lane 
Ashford  TN23 1PL                                                                                 
 
 
Dear Mr Cole 
 
Ashford Site Submissions:  Westwell Parish 
 
 1) The Parish Council has considered these site submissions against the views expressed in parish 
workshop sessions that were held in Autumn 2013. 
 
 2) The Parish Council has serious objections to all of the sites as listed on the outline information 
provided. These are summarised in the attached response note.  
 
 3) None of the sites would be in line with the wishes of local residents as expressed in the Plan-
it workshop on October 12th 2013 (also attached). 
 
 Westwell Parish Council recommends to the Borough Council  that none of these sites is taken 
forward. 
 
 4) If Ashford Borough Council is nevertheless minded to give any of these sites further consideration, 
the Parish Council requests that there is an immediate full discussion with the parish on what is being 
proposed in order that the residents of Westwell can be consulted on the details at the earliest 
opportunity.  
 
Yours sincerely 

 
 
 
Susan Wood 
Clerk to Westwell Parish Council 
 
cc Cllr D Robey, ward member  
     Sandyhurst Lane Residents’ Association 
     Boughton Aluph and Eastwell Parish Council 



 
 Westwell Parish Council response to site submissions in the parish     January 2014. 
 
 DW7.  
 This site is currently subject to a planning appeal.   
 At the appeal hearing there were a number of reasons listed for this to be an unsuitable site to be 
changed from its existing agricultural designation for the keeping of horses.  These include in particular:   
1) The site is in the Kent Downs AONB and is therefore subject to the protection needs of the AONB. 

The presence of the motorway passing through the AONB at this point does not in any way reduce 
that protection, but rather makes it more necessary. 

2) The noise characteristic of the site being adjacent to and below the M20 motorway, which has 
continuous noise above acceptable levels for residential use. This is compounded by the difficulty 
of insulating  gypsy accommodation adequately  against such excessive noise.  

We assume ABC will take into account the Inspector’s Report and Decision on the appeal. If the 
decision is for a personal temporary permission, that would mean that aside from the personal 
circumstances this is not a suitable site. 
 
DW8. 
For all the reasons noted for DW7, this is also not a suitable gypsy site being adjacent to it and having 
the same AONB and noise characteristics.  
Additionally the traffic movements would be of concerns: this is a rural road, with no lighting or 
footway and regular day time and night time HGV movements to and from the Tarmac site 
immediately close by whenever it is in operation. 
 
 DW9. 
We have seen no detail of how and where on this site 100 houses would be located, nor how they 
would be noise screened from the railway and motorway to the north. 
The major practical issue would appear to be access. Westwell Lane is now a cul-de-sac (it was 
truncated by the M20 motorway), and the only access is via a narrow  bend  which has been built up 
with a cluster of properties, and the road junction is on to Sandyhurst Lane at a difficult junction at a 
point where there are regularly accidents. 
Even if a solution were found to these problems, this would be an inappropriate development, because 
it would break the rural boundary of north west Ashford; it would be visible from the Pilgrims Way and 
other parts of the Kent Downs AONB.  100 dwellings could hardly be considered to be sympathetic 
development for a rural parish, as it would urbanise this part of the parish. 
 
 DW10. 
 Tutt Hill Lane is a narrow road with on street parking for existing residents all along it. This effectively 
makes it a single track road with unused parking spaces being used as passing places.  
An additional 30 dwellings would almost double the present number of dwellings and make the 
existing difficult traffic situation impossible. 

 This site should therefore be rejected on highways and access grounds alone. 
 It would also not be in line with local views expressed in the ABC  Plan-It  session.  
 
 
DW11. 
This site is listed as leisure amenity to serve development at Westwell Lane.   This does not seem 
logical as the site is not directly accessible to Westwell Lane, and there is are already substantial leisure 
facilities at the Ashford Golf course and Sandy Acres on Sandyhurst Lane.  If larger built facilities are 
being proposed these would be incompatible with the rural character of the area, and the setting of 
the listed buildings in Kingsland Lane. 
 
 
 
 



DW12. 
 Kier, on behalf of LCR/ the Government, has a previously declared objective to obtain planning 
permission on the Beechbrook site by 2022.  It is therefore not a surprise that this site is being 
submitted even though it was restored to agricultural ownership following the sale at auction on 16th 
December 2010.   A summary from the legal file published at the auction is attached in Appendix 1.  

  
 The reasons for rejecting the site are unchanged from earlier submissions: 
 These include: 
1) This is not connected to the urban area of Ashford and therefore does not fulfill the requirements 

of an urban extension. 
2) It would be a Greenfield development creating ribbon development towards Charing, therefore 

compromising the rural and village character of all three parishes: Westwell, Hothfield and 
Charing and undermining the emerging service centre character of Charing. 

3) It would destroy the open heathland character of this area of countryside and put at risk 
designated habitats.  

4) It would be totally contrary to localism and the expressed wishes of local people in the area. 
5) It would be against the well established principles of compact development of urban Ashford.          

  



APPENDIX  
Sites submitted that are located in Westwell Parish                                                                                              
 Additional information on DW12, BEECHBROOK , MAIDSTONE ROAD, ASHFORD 
 
The land assembly for this submission was done by London and Continental Railways (LCR): the 
Property arm of the Department for Transport.   
 The document references below are to the Lot 13 Auction legal pack issued when Lambert & Foster 
 conducted a property auction on behalf of LCR on 16th December 2010. 
 
The arrangements for property development of this land that is no longer required for CTRL/HS1 were 
first set up in November 2005 with an Option Agreement between LCR and Transcend Property Ltd:  a 
joint venture company between Kier and Laing Rail  (Doc ref A9). 
 
 Under this Agreement Transcend Ltd agreed to do all the necessary work to  promote the site  towards 
 a satisfactory planning permission - including making planning applications and appeals and promoting 
the site into the local development plan, keeping LCR informed at each stage and with biannual strategy 
meetings. 
 
In this agreement the planning application target was set at anytime up to 22nd November 2017, but a 
deed of variation in 2010 extended the end date to 22nd November 2022 (Doc ref 13).   The Option 
agreement allowed Transcend to purchase the land within 5 months of the planning permission being 
obtained. A clause also allows Transcend to dispose of it to another purchaser, in which case they can 
take a 10% seller’s fee and recover all the promotion costs from LCR. This Option Condition remains in 
force although the deed of variation which changed the date to 2022 also removed the outlying 
cottages along Watery Lane from the option condition - but not, for some reason - (perhaps to do with 
drainage?), Beechbrook House.     
 
Clause 15 in the 2005 Option agreement committed LCR to secure the part of the site it did not already 
own.  The site comprised two main land parcels. One part was previously the Beechbrook Farm which 
was a voluntary sale to CTRL early in the high speed rail project when CTRL chose Beechbrook as the 
construction site for the Kent section of CTRL. The other land parcel was put under the control of LCR 
for the CTRL construction - i.e as a "caution" - but with the ownership remaining with Zenith Trustees. 
 The option date set for "securing the site" was November 2007.  
 
On 20th March 2008 LRC and the Department of Transport agreed to buy the parcel of land from Zenith 
Trustees for £785,000. This parcel of land gives the site frontage on the A20. Zenith has retained a small 
parcel adjacent to Hothfield Mill and access rights to it from the A20. However a covenant in the sale 
requires Zenith to obtain permission from LCR before disposing of this retained land.  
 
Clause 8 of the Option agreement allows Assignment.  Under this clause LCR sold by auction the 
freehold of the site on 16th December 2010. The majority of the site now identified as DW12  was sold 
as Lot 13  in that auction, described as "Strategic Land Investment Opportunity: agricultural grazing and 
woodland shelter belts in 2 parcels either side of the A20, extending to some 121.39 Acres (49.12 
hectares) with benefit of development option".  It was purchased by David Gwillim of Pluckley, who has 
improved and farmed the land with rotations of arable and sheep.  The purchase price paid to LCR was 
£450,000. The land remains subject to the clause that Transcend Property Ltd (Kier/LaingRail) can 
purchase the site at an open market value if planning permission is obtained anytime up to 22nd 
November 2022.  
 
 Beechbrook House and its adjacent woodland is also included in DW12. This property was sold as Lot 
14 at the auction in December 2010. The Option agreement includes this land parcel according to the 
map supporting the agreement in 2005.   
 
 For confirmation of the above details refer to the Lot 13 Legal Pack of December 2010, and any 
subsequent deeds of variation and agreements that may have been entered into.  


